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Abstract—While the accuracy of feature measurements heavily
depends on changing environmental conditions, studying the
consequences of this fact in pattern recognition tasks has received
relatively little attention to date. In this paper, we explicitly take
feature measurement uncertainty into account and show how
multimodal classification and learning rules should be adjusted to
compensate for its effects. Our approach is particularly fruitful
in multimodal fusion scenarios, such as audiovisual speech recog-
nition, where multiple streams of complementary time-evolving
features are integrated. For such applications, provided that the
measurement noise uncertainty for each feature stream can be
estimated, the proposed framework leads to highly adaptive multi-
modal fusion rules which are easy and efficient to implement. Our
technique is widely applicable and can be transparently integrated
with either synchronous or asynchronous multimodal sequence
integration architectures. We further show that multimodal fusion
methods relying on stream weights can naturally emerge from
our scheme under certain assumptions; this connection provides
valuable insights into the adaptivity properties of our multimodal
uncertainty compensation approach. We show how these ideas can
be practically applied for audiovisual speech recognition. In this
context, we propose improved techniques for person-independent
visual feature extraction and uncertainty estimation with active
appearance models, and also discuss how enhanced audio features
along with their uncertainty estimates can be effectively computed.
We demonstrate the efficacy of our approach in audiovisual speech
recognition experiments on the CUAVE database using either syn-
chronous or asynchronous multimodal integration models.

Index Terms—Active appearance models (AAMs), audiovisual
automatic speech recognition (AV-ASR), multimodal fusion, un-
certainty compensation.

I. INTRODUCTION

M OTIVATED by the multimodal way humans perceive
their environment [1], complementary information

sources have been successfully used in many applications.
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Such a case is audiovisual automatic speech recognition
(AV-ASR) [2], [3], where fusing visual and audio cues can lead
to substantially improved performance relatively to audio-only
recognition, especially in the presence of audio noise.

However, successfully integrating heterogeneous information
streams is a challenging task [4]–[7]. Devising robust combi-
nation mechanisms is highly nontrivial, mainly because mul-
timodal schemes need to automatically adapt to dynamic en-
vironmental conditions which can dissimilarly affect the relia-
bility of the separate modalities, essentially contaminating fea-
ture measurements with nonstationary noise. For example, the
visual stream in AV-ASR should be discounted when the vi-
sual front-end momentarily mistracks the speaker’s face. Other
complicating factors, such as the lack of exact synchronization
across different modalities, make traditional unimodal estima-
tion/classification techniques less appropriate to handle multi-
modal data and further add to the complexity of the multimodal
integration problem.

The technique presented in this work is exactly geared
towards dynamic adaptation of multimodal fusion schemes to
changing environmental conditions. We approach the problem
of adaptive multimodal fusion by explicitly taking feature mea-
surement uncertainty of the different modalities into account. A
preliminary version of our work appeared in [8]–[10]. In single
modality, audio-only scenarios, modeling audio feature noise
has proven fruitful for noise-robust ASR [11]–[14] and also in
applications such as speaker verification [15] and multiband
ASR [16]; see [17] for further pointers to the related literature.
We extend these ideas to the multimodal setting and show in
Section II how multi-stream classification rules should be ad-
justed to compensate for feature measurement uncertainty. We
discuss in detail and derive modified classification algorithms
which take feature measurement uncertainty into account for
Gaussian mixture models (GMMs) and hidden Markov models
(HMMs), but the technique can also be seamlessly integrated
with existing methods such as Product-HMMs that allow
handling loosely synchronized multimodal data [18]–[21]. The
proposed scheme leads to multimodal fusion rules which are
adaptive at the frame level, widely applicable, and easy to im-
plement. Multimodal model training under uncertain features
is also covered, and modified expectation–maximization (EM)
algorithms for GMMs and HMMs are presented in Section IV.

Of particular interest is the connection of our formulation
with existing stream weight-based multimodal fusion tech-
niques, which we discuss in Section III. In particular, we show
that our scheme under certain assumptions effectively leads to
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adaptive stream weighting. This sheds new light onto the prob-
abilistic underpinnings of stream weighting and also provides
insights in the adaptivity properties of our scheme. Moreover,
we suggest novel hybrid methods combining the stream weight
approach and our adaptive compensation mechanism, in which
stream weighting offers a discriminatively motivated bias
towards the most informative modality, while uncertainty com-
pensation offers a fine-grained adaptation mechanism which
accounts for varying environmental conditions.

The applicability of the proposed multimodal fusion ap-
proach is illustrated in the context of audiovisual speech
recognition, as described in Section V. Similarly to [22], our
visual feature extraction front-end is based on active appear-
ance models (AAMs) of the speaker’s face [23]. An important
novelty in our visual front-end is a speaker adaptation mech-
anism that discounts the inherent appearance variability of
neutral-pose multiple person face images which is irrelevant
to visual speech. The AAM can then concentrate its visual
modeling power on the appearance variability caused by
speech-related facial expressions; in the context of AV-ASR we
term the resulting model a visemic AAM. We also demonstrate
how AAM feature uncertainty can be estimated as part of the
AAM face matching process. Regarding the audio front-end, we
build on the recent technique of [14] which allows estimating
both the enhanced speech feature vector and its corresponding
uncertainty in a unified manner. We show that the same tech-
nique can be extended beyond the unimodal setting of [14] and
be integrated in our adaptive multimodal fusion framework. We
evaluate the proposed method in AV-ASR experiments using
multi-stream HMMs, demonstrating improved performance.
Applying our technique in conjunction with Product-HMMs,
which better account for cross-modal asynchrony, we obtain
further improvements.

II. FEATURE UNCERTAINTY AND MULTIMODAL FUSION

Let us consider a pattern classification scenario, in which we
measure a property (feature) of a pattern instance and try to de-
cide to which class it should be assigned. The
measurement is a realization of a random vector , whose
statistics differ for the classes. Typically, for each class we
have trained a model that captures these statistics and repre-
sents the class-conditional probability densities . Our de-
cision is then based on some appropriate rule, e.g., the max-
imum a posteriori (MAP) criterion

.
One may identify three major sources of uncertainty that

could perplex classification. First, class overlap due to improper
modeling or limited discriminability of the feature set for the
classification task. For instance, visual cues cannot discriminate
between members of the same viseme class (e.g., /p/, /b/) [3].
Better choice of features and modeling schemes can reduce
this uncertainty. Second, parameter estimation uncertainty that
mainly originates from insufficient training [24]. Third, feature
observation uncertainty due to errors in the measurement
process or noise contamination, which is the type of uncertainty
we focus on in this paper. Note that feature measurement un-
certainty is a central idea in classic estimation theory, playing a

Fig. 1. Pictorial representation of feature measurement scenarios, with hidden
and observed variables enclosed in squares and circles, respectively. Left: con-
ventional case—we observe the features � directly. Right: noisy measurement
case—we only observe the noisy features �.

fundamental role, e.g., in the Kalman and Wiener filters [25]. In
essence, our paper studies optimal fusion of noisy multimodal
measurements for the task of classification, while estimation
theory is about optimal fusion of multiple noisy information
sources for the task of recovering an unknown continuous
quantity.

A. Feature Observation Uncertainty and Its Compensation
in Classification

We can formulate feature observation uncertainty considering
that the actual feature measurement is just a noisy/corrupted
version of the inaccessible clean feature . More specifically,
we adopt the measurement model

(1)

and assume that the noise probability density is known;
this scenario is graphically depicted in Fig. 1 and corresponds
to measurement error models in statistics [26]. Under this ob-
servation model, classification decisions must rely on

, and thus needs to be computed.
To determine the desirable noisy feature density function

, we need to integrate-out the hidden clean feature vari-
able

(2)

Although the integral in (2) is in general intractable, we
can obtain a closed-form solution in the important special
case of Gaussian data model, , with
Gaussian observation noise, , where

stands for the multivariate Gaussian probability
density function on with mean and covariance matrix .
Then, one can show that is given by

(3)

implying that we can proceed by considering our features
clean, provided that we shift the model means by (en-
hancement step) and increase the model covariances by
(variance compensation step). A similar approach has been pre-
viously followed in related audio-only applications [12], [14],
[15].

To illustrate (3), we discuss with reference to Fig. 2 how ob-
servation uncertainty influences decisions in a simple two-class
classification task. The two classes are modeled by 2-D spher-
ical Gaussian distributions, , and they
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Fig. 2. Decision boundaries for classification of a noisy observation (square
marker) in two classes, shown as circles, for various observation noise variances.
Classes are modeled by spherical Gaussians of means ��� , ��� and variances
� �, � �, respectively. The decision boundary is plotted for three values of
noise variance (a) � � � (i.e., no observation uncertainty), (b) � � � , and
(c) � � �. With increasing noise variance, the boundary moves away from
its noise-free position.

have equal prior probability. If our observation contains zero
mean spherical Gaussian noise with covariance matrix , then
the modified decision boundary consists of those for which

. When is zero,
the decision should be made as in the noise-free case. If
is comparable to the variances of the models, then the mod-
ified boundary significantly differs from the original one and
neglecting observation uncertainty in the decision process in-
creases misclassifications.

B. Observation Uncertainty and Multimodal Fusion

For many applications, one can get improved performance
by exploiting complementary features, stemming from a single
or multiple modalities. Let us assume that one wants to inte-
grate information streams which produce feature vectors ,

. Application of Bayes’ formula yields the pos-
terior class label probability given the full observation vector

(4)

If the features are statistically independent given the class label
(see [27] for a discussion of this property in the context of

audiovisual speech), the conditional probability of the aggregate
observation vector becomes separable and is given by the
product rule, implying that (4) can be written as

(5)

This case corresponds to what Clark and Yuille [4] call weakly
coupled data fusion.

We will now show that accounting for feature uncertainty nat-
urally leads to a novel adaptive mechanism for fusion of dif-
ferent information sources. Since in our stochastic measure-
ment framework we do not have direct access to the features

, our decision mechanism depends on their noisy counterparts
. Assuming noise independence across the streams,

the probability of interest is thus obtained by integrating out the
hidden clean features , i.e.,

(6)

In the common case that the clean feature emis-
sion probability is modeled as a GMM, i.e.,

, and the
observation noise at each stream is considered Gaussian, i.e.,

(7)

it directly follows that

(8)

which, as in the single-stream case (3), involves considering our
features clean, while shifting the model means by
and increasing the model covariances by . Using
mixtures of Gaussians for the measurement noise is
straightforward and could be useful in case of heavy-tailed noise
distributions or for modeling observation outliers. Also note
that, although the measurement noise covariance matrix of
each stream is the same for all classes and all mixture com-
ponents , noise particularly affects the most peaked mixtures,
for which is substantial relative to the modeling uncertainty

. The adaptive fusion effect of feature uncertainty com-
pensation in a two-class classification task using two streams is
illustrated in Fig. 3.

III. STREAM WEIGHTS AND UNCERTAINTY COMPENSATION

A. Stream Weights in Multimodal Fusion

A common theme in many stream integration methods is
the use of stream weights to equalize the different modalities.
Stream weights act as exponents in the original product rule
(5), resulting in the modified posterior-like score

(9)

which can be seen in a logarithmic scale as a weighted average
of the individual stream log-probabilities. Selection of stream
weights is typically governed by two factors, namely 1) dis-
crimination capacity of each modality for the given task and 2)
amount of feature degradation caused by adverse environmental
conditions. For example, in the context of AV-ASR, bigger
weight is typically assigned to the more informative audio
modality than to the visual modality in clean acoustic condi-
tions, but the visual share is gradually increased as acoustic
conditions deteriorate. The technique has been routinely em-
ployed in fusion tasks involving either different audio-only
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Fig. 3. Multimodal variance compensation leads to adaptive fusion. We illus-
trate a two-class classification scenario using two Gaussian feature streams, �
and � , with equal model covariances ��� � � �. The measurement noise
density of each stream is plotted on top of its corresponding axis, while the clas-
sification decision boundary is drawn with a dashed line. (a) Negligible measure-
ment noise in either stream: the decision boundary lies on the axes’ diagonal.
(b) Substantial measurement noise in the � stream, � � � : the decision
boundary moves and classification is mostly influenced by the feature value of
the reliable � stream.

streams [16] or multimodal audio and visual streams [3]; early
related AV-ASR references are [28] and [29]. Such stream
weights have been applied not only in conventional HMMs,
but also in conjunction with more flexible architectures which
better account for the asynchronicity of audiovisual speech,
such as Product-HMMs and more general dynamic Bayesian
networks [18]–[21].

The stream weights formulation has however some important
shortcomings. From a theoretical viewpoint, the weighted score

in (9) no longer has the probabilistic interpretation of
(5) as class probability given the full observation vector .
From a more practical standpoint, it is not straightforward to
optimally select stream weights. Most authors set them discrim-
inatively for a given set of environment conditions (e.g., audio
noise level in the case of audiovisual speech recognition) by
minimizing the classification error on a held-out set, and then
keep them constant throughout the recognition phase. However,
this is insufficient, since attaining optimal performance requires
that we dynamically adjust the share of each stream in the
decision process, e.g., to account for visual tracking failures
in the AV-ASR case. There have been some efforts towards
dynamically adjustable stream weights, as well as stream
weights adapted to the phonemic content of audiovisual speech
(in the form of unit- or even class-dependent stream weights)
[30]–[32]; however, stream weight tuning in this context is
challenging, typically requiring extensive training sets.

B. Effective Stream Weights in Uncertainty Compensation

Although our multimodal fusion scheme for uncertainty com-
pensation given by (8) seemingly bears little resemblance to the
stream weights formulation of (9), there are interesting connec-
tions between the two approaches which become apparent if we
examine a particularly illuminating special case of our uncer-
tainty compensation result. Specifically, with reference to (8),
we consider a scenario in which the following two assumptions
hold.

1) The measurement noise covariance is a scaled version of
the model covariance, i.e., . Note that
the are not parameters to be tuned but just the rel-
ative measurement errors . Intuitively, as the
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for stream drops, the corre-
sponding relative measurement error increases.

2) For every stream observation , the Gaussian mixture re-
sponse of that stream is dominated by a single component

or, equivalently, there is little overlap among different
Gaussian mixtures.

Under these conditions, the Gaussian densities in (8) can be
approximated by ;
using the power-of-Gaussian identity

yields

(10)

where

(11)

is the effective stream weight and
is a modified mixture

weight which is independent of the observation . Note that
the effective stream weights are between 0 (for )
and 1 (for ) and discount the contribution of each
stream to the final result by properly taking its relative mea-
surement error into account. The most important aspect of our
effective stream weights in (11) is that they are adap-
tive at the finest possible granularity: 1) environmental noise
compensation is tailored to the error characteristics
of each new measurement , implying frame-level adaptation
in applications such as AV-ASR; 2) content-based effective
weight adjustment goes down to the class label and Gaussian
mixture component. This level of adaptivity is beyond the
reach of conventional stream weight adaptation techniques and
is achieved without the need to tune numerous parameters on
large validation datasets.

The simplifying assumptions behind the effective stream
weights formula (11) will typically not hold in practice. In our
implementation, we never use (10) or compute , but
rather always use the general variance compensation formula
(8). Nevertheless, the arguments above qualitatively suggest
that our uncertainty compensation scheme of (8) is actually a
highly adaptive method for multimodal fusion.
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C. Stream Weights and Uncertainty Compensation Hybrids

The preceding analysis in Section III-B has unveiled some in-
teresting ties between the traditional stream weights approach
and our uncertainty compensation scheme. We will build on
these ties to propose hybrid schemes which combine the advan-
tages of both formulations.

While our uncertainty compensation scheme has been de-
rived from a model-based probabilistic perspective and the un-
derlying model training principle is maximum likelihood, the
stream weights formulation could be justified under discrimi-
native arguments and discriminative training criteria are appro-
priate for it [33], [34]. The importance of discriminative ap-
proaches to audio-only ASR has been highlighted by the success
of discriminative model training techniques using the maximum
mutual information [35] or the minimum classification error rate
[36] criteria, which often produce models with improved recog-
nition performance relative to maximum likelihood. The success
of discriminative criteria stems from the fact that, in contrast to
model-based approaches, they take account of competing classi-
fication hypotheses and try to reduce the probability of incorrect
assignments, or even directly minimize recognition errors. This
pragmatic viewpoint makes discriminative approaches more ro-
bust to model mis-specification, e.g., when the actual data sta-
tistics are poorly described by the GMM/HMM assumptions.

In this context, it is reasonable to propose combining our
model-based uncertainty compensation scheme with stream
weighting, resulting to the following multimodal fusion scheme
which is a hybrid of (8) and (9)

(12)

This hybrid scheme combines the improved discriminative char-
acteristics of stream weights with the advantageous adaptivity
properties of our uncertainty compensation scheme into a pow-
erful blend. Such a scheme also makes sense intuitively, since,
for example, in AV-ASR experiments performed under con-
trolled conditions with very little acoustic noise it is beneficial
to place bigger weight to the more informative audio stream.
The experiments reported in Section VI demonstrate the effec-
tiveness of the hybrid scheme.

IV. EM TRAINING UNDER UNCERTAINTY

In many real-world applications requiring large amounts of
training data, very accurate training sets collected under strictly
controlled conditions are very difficult to gather. For example,
in audiovisual speech recognition it is unrealistic to assume that
a human expert annotates each frame in the training videos. A

usual compromise is to adopt a semi-automatic annotation tech-
nique which yields a sufficiently diverse training set; since such
a technique can introduce non-negligible feature errors in the
training set, it is desirable to take training set feature uncertainty
into account in learning procedures.

A. EM Training for GMMs

Under our feature uncertainty viewpoint, only a noisy ver-
sion of the underlying true property can be observed.
Maximum-likelihood estimation of the GMM parameters
from a training set under the EM al-
gorithm [37] should thus consider as hidden variables not
only the class memberships , but also the corresponding
clean features . The expected complete-data log-likelihood

of the parameters
in the EM algorithm’s current iteration given the previous

guess in the E-step should thus be obtained by summing
over discrete and integrating over continuous hidden variables.
In the single stream case this translates to

(13)

We get the updated parameters in the M-step by maxi-
mizing over , yielding

(14)

(15)

(16)

where (the prime denotes previous-step parameter estimates)

(17)

(18)

(19)

The resulting EM algorithm has some notable differences
with respect to the noise-free case. Specifically, in computing
the responsibilities in (17) during the E-step, error-com-
pensated scores are used. Also, in updating the model’s means
and variances during the M-step in (15) and (16), one should
replace each noisy measurement used in conventional GMM
training with its model-enhanced counterparts, described by
the expected values and the uncertainties . In
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particular, the enhancement uncertainty enters in (16)
and regularizes the computation of the model variance .
Furthermore, in the multimodal case with multiple streams

, one should compute the responsibilities by
, which

generalizes (17) and introduces interactions among the modal-
ities. Analogous EM formulas for HMM parameter estimation
are given in the Appendix.

Similarly to the analysis in Section III-B, we can gain further
insight into the previous EM formulas by considering the spe-
cial case of zero-mean errors with constant and model-aligned
covariance matrices, i.e., and .
Then, one can easily show that, after convergence, the covari-
ance formula in (16) can be written as

or equivalently (20)

i.e., we simply subtract from the conventional (uncompensated)
covariance estimate

the noise covariance . The rule in (20) has been used
before as a heuristic for fixing the model covariance estimate
after conventional EM training with noisy data (e.g., [38]). We
have shown that it is partly justified in the constant and model-
aligned errors case; otherwise, one should use the more general
rules in (16).

V. AUDIOVISUAL SPEECH RECOGNITION

A challenging application domain for multimodal fu-
sion schemes is audiovisual automatic speech recognition
(AV-ASR), since it requires modeling both the relative relia-
bility and the synchronicity of the audio and visual modalities.
We demonstrate that the proposed fusion scheme can be readily
integrated with multistream HMMs or other multimodal se-
quence processing techniques and improve their performance
in AV-ASR.

A. Visual Feature Extraction and Uncertainty Estimation

Salient visual speech information can be obtained from the
speaker’s visible articulators, mainly the lips and the jaw, which
constitute the region of interest (ROI) around the mouth [3]. Vi-
sual information typically comprises geometrical shape charac-
teristics, as well as texture information which corresponds to the
greyscale intensity or the color values of facial images.

We use AAMs [23] to accurately track the speaker’s face
and extract visual speech features from it. Active appearance
models, which were first used for AV-ASR in [22], are genera-
tive models of object appearance and have proven particularly
effective in modeling human faces for diverse applications, such
as face recognition or tracking. Their distinctive difference rel-
ative to image transform-based methods based on DCT/PCA/
DWT/ICA of the raw face image pixels, is that AAMs explic-
itly capture separately the shape and texture variation of the face
[3]. In particular, in the AAM scheme an object’s shape is mod-
eled as a wireframe mask defined by a set of landmark points

, whose coordinates constitute a shape vector

Fig. 4. Visual front-end. Top-left: mean shape � and the first eigenshape � ,
which is illustrated with arrows denoting departure from the mean shape. Top-
right: mean texture� and the first eigentexture� . Bottom: tracked face shape
and feature point uncertainty.

of length . We allow for deviations from the mean shape
by letting lie in a linear -dimensional subspace, yielding

(21)

The deformation of the shape from the mean shape defines
a mapping , standing for any point in the inte-
rior of the mean shape, which brings the face exemplar on the
current image frame into registration with the mean face tem-
plate. After canceling out shape deformation, the face texture
registered with the mean face can be modeled as a weighted
sum of “eigentextures” , i.e.,

(22)

where is the mean face texture. Both eigenshape and eigen-
texture bases are learned during a training phase, using a repre-
sentative set of hand-labeled face images [23]. The training set
shapes are first aligned and then a principal component analysis
(PCA) of these aligned shapes yields the main modes of shape
variation . Similarly, the leading principal components of
the training set texture vectors constitute the eigentexture set

. The mean shape/texture and the first shape/texture eigen-
vector extracted by such a procedure are visualized in the upper
part of Fig. 4.

Given a trained AAM, model fitting amounts to finding for
each video frame the shape and texture parameters
which minimize the penalized error functional

(23)

where is the model’s
texture reconstruction error image, is the variance of the
reconstruction error,
is a quadratic penalty corresponding to a Gaussian coefficient
prior with mean and covariance matrix , and is a
positive parameter which adjusts the share of the prior and re-
construction error terms in the AAM fitting criterion. Efficient,
real-time, iterative algorithms for solving this nonlinear least
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squares problem and obtaining the best estimate for can be
found in [23], [39], [40]. The covariance matrix in the least-
squares estimate for is related to the Hessian matrix of the
error functional , evaluated at its minimum [41, ch. 15]
and can be efficiently obtained as a by-product of the fitting
process [40]. In our audiovisual fusion experiments, we consider
the least-squares AAM solution as an unbiased measurement
for the visual features. We also consider the measurement noise
uncertainty Gaussian and use as its covariance matrix. In
the notation of Section II-B, we thus have for the visual stream

, , and . We employ a face
detector [42] to initialize face tracking or help recover it in case
of failure, rendering the visual feature extraction process fully
automatic.

A novel aspect of our visual front-end which differentiates it
from previous AAM-based implementations for AV-ASR [22],
[43] is that we use a cascade of two AAMs. The first, full-face
AAM spans the whole face area, as shown in the upper part
of Fig. 4, and can reliably track the speaker in long video se-
quences. However, this is not particularly appropriate for visual
speech feature extraction, since visual speech-related informa-
tion is mostly confined in the lower-half part of the face. There-
fore, we also use a second ROI-AAM which covers the face
area around the mouth, as depicted in the lower part of Fig. 4,
and is used to analyze the ROI’s shape and texture. Since the
ROI-AAM covers too small an area to allow for stable tracking,
we pinpoint it with the full-face AAM. As visual feature vector
for speech recognition we use at each new video frame the
analysis parameters of the ROI-AAM along with their un-
certainty estimates computed as described above. Plots of the
corresponding landmark positions and their localization uncer-
tainty ellipses for two example video frames are illustrated in
Fig. 4.

Since we are interested in speaker-independent AV-ASR, de-
riving visual speech features with good speaker invariance prop-
erties has been a particular concern in our visual front-end de-
sign. Active appearance models trained with the conventional
procedure described above on annotated datasets depicting mul-
tiple persons, as has been done in [22], are deficient in this re-
spect, because AAM modeling is expended on representing the
extensive appearance variability across different speakers in-
stead of concentrating on the speech-induced intra-person vari-
ability. Using feature mean subtraction [3] can only partly al-
leviate this deficiency because it cannot cancel the fact that the
leading PCA modes selected during training mostly account for
speaker identity rather than visual speech variability. To address
this issue, we allow speaker-dependent mean shape and tex-
ture vectors in our AAM-based facial analysis front-end. In
practice, in the ROI-AAM training phase we subtract person-
specific (as distinct from global) shape and texture means from
the annotated dataset. We also modify the AAM feature extrac-
tion by subtracting an estimate of the speaker’s mean shape and
texture before analyzing with the mouth ROI-AAM. In the ex-
periments reported in Section VI, we have found it adequate to
use as such estimates just the average of the speaker’s shape
and texture over ten video frames at the beginning of each sub-
ject’s recording, with 1-s delay between the considered frames.
In the context of AV-ASR, we term this modified AAM model

a visemic AAM, since its leading modes of shape and texture
variation are directly related to visual speech and are thus more
immune to variability across speakers. A similar approach has
been applied in conjunction with image transform-based visual
analysis techniques [44], but the lack of explicit control on facial
shape deformation can make it less effective than with AAMs.
A more thorough study of person-independent visual feature ex-
traction for facial analysis, which will include a more detailed
analysis of our visemic AAM technique, as well as an exten-
sive comparison with other methods will be included in another
paper under preparation.

B. Audio Feature Extraction and Uncertainty Estimation

With some notable exceptions, e.g., [18], most AV-ASR re-
search to date has studied the performance gain of audiovisual
fusion in comparison to relatively simple audio-only systems.
Since AV-ASR is mostly motivated for speech recognition ap-
plications under noisy acoustic conditions, it is important to ex-
amine the effectiveness of AV-ASR systems in conjunction with
more advanced noise-robust audio front-ends.

From the extensive recent literature on noise-robust audio-
only ASR, we have integrated into our AV-ASR system the tech-
nique of [14]. Their approach fits especially well in our frame-
work since it addresses both speech enhancement and compu-
tation of uncertainty estimates of the enhanced audio-only fea-
tures in a unified manner. Following [14], our audio features
correspond to the log-filter energies of a Mel-scale filterbank
applied on the audio signal, which we subsequently refer to
as FBANK representation. Assuming an additive time-domain
noise model, the noise degradation process in the FBANK audio
feature domain can be effectively modeled by

(24)

where , , and are the FBANK features corresponding
to the degraded audio signal, the clean audio signal, and the
noise, respectively. The modeling error of the approximation
is assumed zero-mean Gaussian with variance , while

. Since the term
in (24) is nonlinear with respect to , as in [14], we itera-
tively take a zero-order Taylor approximation of it around a cur-
rent estimate of , to obtain , where

. We also assume that an -component
GMM trained on clean speech is available. This GMM is de-
scribed by the mean vectors and covariance matrices and

and the prior probabilities . Combining the linearized
feature degradation model of (24) with the clean speech GMM
yields the improved enhanced audio feature estimate

(25)

where is the assignment
probability of the audio feature to the th clean speech GMM
mixture component after the th iteration of the enhancement
process. Upon convergence, we obtain the final enhanced audio
estimate along with its accompanying uncertainty ,
given in [14, Eq. (25)]. We refer to [14] for further details and
extensions of the method. The obtained noisy-clean difference
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vector and the measurement uncertainty
correspond to the audio stream quantities and in (7)
and describe the audio feature degradation process, which we
consider Gaussian. We can then straightforwardly integrate the
audio enhancement vector and its uncertainty into
our audiovisual fusion scheme.

C. Synchronous and Asynchronous Integration Models

Although our discussion so far has focused on multimodal fu-
sion using simple GMMs for static data and state-synchronous
Multistream-HMMs for dynamic data, our uncertainty compen-
sation scheme has a much wider applicability and is compatible
with more general sequence modeling architectures for asyn-
chronous audiovisual modeling. The audio and visual speech
streams are often naturally sampled at different frame rates or
are only loosely synchronized [3]. Human speech perception has
adapted to these challenges; for example, human speech-reading
performance is robust to large artificial delays between the au-
diovisual streams [45]. Moreover, traditional unimodal HMMs
cannot naturally handle the inherently different categorization
of audio and visual primitive units into phonemes and visemes,
respectively.

A number of multimodal integration techniques have been
recently developed to address these issues. Depending on the
stage at which the audio and visual streams are fused, one can
generally classify these approaches into three main categories,
namely early, intermediate, and late integration techniques
[46], ranging from methods that enforce strict stream align-
ment to methods that process each stream independently.
Intermediate integration techniques, which allow moderate
asynchrony between the modalities, are perhaps best suited
for modeling audiovisual speech. Successful representative
intermediate integration approaches are the state-asynchronous
Multistream-HMMs [18], Product-HMMs [19], [20], Asyn-
chronous-HMMs [47], and various dynamic Bayesian network
alternatives which have been investigated in the context of
audiovisual speech recognition in [21]. Our adaptive fusion by
uncertainty compensation scheme can be seamlessly integrated
with these multimodal fusion architectures; in particular, in
Section VI, we also present AV-ASR experiments employing
our scheme in conjunction with Product-HMMs.

VI. EXPERIMENTS

The proposed scheme for fusion by uncertainty compensation
has been evaluated with audiovisual speech recognition experi-
ments.

A. Dataset and Evaluation Methodology

We have used the Clemson University audiovisual experi-
ments (CUAVE) database [48] on which we have performed
digit classification experiments. The experiments are performed
on the “Normal” part of the database comprising audiovisual
recordings of 36 (17 female and 19 male) speakers uttering 50
isolated English digits each. The speakers in this part of the data-
base are facing the camera and are standing relatively still. Video
recordings have been performed under good illumination con-
ditions at 720 480 pixels resolution and at 29.97-Hz frame

Fig. 5. Sample frames from all 36 CUAVE database subjects.

rate; one representative image frame from each of the speakers
is shown in Fig. 5. For the tests in noise, the audio recordings in
the testing subset have been contaminated with additive babble
noise from the NOISEX-92 database at various SNR levels.

Recognition performance is tested on data from six speakers,
while the recordings of the remaining 30 speakers have been
used for training the digit models. Since the CUAVE dataset is
relatively small compared to audio-only corpora, we have per-
formed all our experiments multiple times using different splits
of the database into test/training sets in order to increase the sta-
tistical significance of our results. More specifically, we have
partitioned our dataset into six nonoverlapping subsets, each
corresponding to the six speakers of a single row in Fig. 5.
Then, we have used each of the subsets in rotation as test set,
training the models on the remaining five subsets. This yields
a total of six repetitions of our experiments on independent
test sets. The audio- and visual-only recognition results we re-
port in Section VI-B have been averaged over these six rep-
etitions, while for the audiovisual recognition experiments of
Section VI-C we have retained the first subset for determining
the best stream weights and thus the reported results have been
averaged over the remaining five repetitions.

As audio features, we use log-filter energies of a Mel-scale
filterbank applied on the audio signal (FBANK representation).
Specifically, we extract 26 FBANK coefficients from 25-ms
Hamming windowed frames of the preemphasized (factor:
0.97) audio signal at a rate of 100 Hz. As visual features we
use the AAM coefficients of mouth-ROI visemic AAMs, com-
puted as described in Section V-A. To match the audio frame
rate, the visual features have been upsampled from the video
frame rate of 29.97 to 100 Hz by simple linear interpolation.
In all our experiments, derivative and acceleration parameters
accompany both audio and visual features. Also, in all cases we
use whole-digit left-to-right hidden Markov models, each with
eight states and with a single diagonal-covariance Gaussian
observation probability distribution per stream and per state.
All models have been trained once on clean speech before
testing under different noise conditions. Our experiments have
been carried out using the HMM Toolkit (HTK) [49], which we
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Fig. 6. Audio-only digit classification results for various babble noise SNR
levels. We compare between using the raw noisy audio features (A-N), the en-
hanced audio features (A-E), and the enhanced audio features decoded with un-
certainty compensation (A-E-UC).

have modified so as to implement the uncertainty compensation
fusion scheme.

B. Single-Modality Speech Recognition Experiments

We first present audio-only and visual-only digit recognition
experiments examining the relative performance of different
audio and visual front-end configurations.

We start with an audio-only classification experiment which
examines the performance in our recognition task of the speech
enhancement and uncertainty compensation technique de-
scribed in Section V-B. In applying the method of [14], we
used a clean-speech, 50-mixture GMM of the static FBANK
features, trained on all CUAVE database clean recordings. We
compare between using the raw noisy audio features (A-N)
and the enhanced audio features (A-E and A-E-UC). The
uncertainty estimates provided by the enhancement process
are ignored in conventional decoding (A-E), while they are
incorporated into the decision process in uncertainty compen-
sated decoding (A-E-UC). The results summarized in Fig. 6
demonstrate that using the unprocessed noisy features leads to
very poor recognition performance in low SNR levels. Using
enhanced features is thus crucial in sustaining good perfor-
mance, while uncertainty compensation provides a significant
additional improvement. For example, at 5-dB SNR, word ac-
curacy (WACC) after enhancement increases by roughly 25%
absolute, while uncertainty compensation gives an additional
5% gain. In all our audiovisual ASR experiments reported next
we will thus use the enhanced audio feature set.

We subsequently examine the relative performance of dif-
ferent visual front-end variants in a visual-only experiment. To
compare our visemic AAM-based technique with alternative
image-transform-based visual feature extraction methods, we
have also extracted PCA visual features from the same mouth
ROI area. Localization for both the AAM and PCA masks
has been supplied by the full-face AAM. The mean shape and
texture of the AAM, as well as the mean texture of the PCA
feature extraction technique have both been updated for each
speaker, as described in Section V-A, to increase the speaker-in-
dependence of the extracted features. In Fig. 7, we summarize
the results obtained by the two alternative methods for varying

Fig. 7. Visual-only digit classification results for AAM and PCA visual fea-
tures for varying number of texture coefficients. For the AAM features we also
show how classification performance depends on the number of shape coeffi-
cients.

Fig. 8. Multistream-HMM audiovisual digit classification results at var-
ious babble noise SNR levels. We depict word accuracy results for
the following methods: enhanced audio with uncertainty compensation
(A-UC); visual-only (V); audiovisual (AV); audiovisual with uncertainty
compensation (AV-UC); audiovisual with weights (AV-W); and audiovisual
with weights and uncertainty compensation (AV-W-UC). In all experiments
involving audio we have used the enhanced audio features. Active appearance
model features have been used for the visual modality.

number of retained texture coefficients. For the AAM case we
give three plots, corresponding to retaining 0, 3, and 6 shape
coefficients. Our visemic AAM with six shape and six texture
coefficients performs overall the best (83% WACC), while the
maximum performance of the PCA-based technique is 71%
and achieved for 18 texture coefficients. What is particularly
remarkable is the recognition capacity of visemic AAM models
using very few AAM parameters. For example, using just three
shape and no texture AAM coefficients yields 74% WACC,
which surpasses the performance of the 18-coefficient PCA
model; this should be attributed to the increased specificity of
the proposed visemic AAM speaker adaptation algorithm. Our
work is the first to demonstrate superior AV-ASR performance
for the AAM features. In the previous study of [43], in which
the AAM features were outperformed by simpler PCA-like
image transform features, full-face AAMs where used for both
facial analysis and tracking, while no mechanism for speaker
invariance was applied. Our cascaded pair of AAMs (one for
robust tracking and one for mouth-ROI analysis) and the pro-
posed visemic AAM mechanism for speaker invariance seem to
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Fig. 9. Performance gain due to uncertainty compensation in Multistream-HMM audiovisual digit classification for various babble noise SNR levels and all five
repetitions of the experiment over different test sets. We show the relative word error rate reduction when using uncertainty compensation. (a) Without using stream
weights, i.e., AV-UC over AV. (b) With stream weights, i.e., AV-W-UC over AV-W. In all cases the enhanced audio features have been used.

effectively address both shortcomings of previous AAM-based
techniques for AV-ASR and suggest that model-based com-
puter-vision approaches can be particularly effective for visual
speech facial feature extraction.

The audiovisual experiments reported next use the best-per-
forming six-shape/six-texture visemic AAM visual feature set.

C. Audiovisual Speech Recognition Experiments

Having studied the performance of each modality separately,
we present next our main set of audiovisual speech recognition
experiments examining the performance of the uncertainty
compensation fusion scheme, both with and without stream
weighting. In all experiments the enhanced audio features are
used. In Fig. 8, we plot the performance of the best audio-only
result using uncertainty compensation (A-UC) (corresponding
to the A-E-UC label in Fig. 6) and the best visual-only result
(V) and compare them with the performance of four audiovisual
state-synchronous multistream-HMM fusion variants: audiovi-
sual with equal weights for the two streams and conventional
decoding (AV); equal-weight audiovisual with uncertainty
compensation decoding (AV-UC); audiovisual with optimized
weights (AV-W); and audiovisual with optimized weights and
uncertainty compensation decoding (AV-W-UC).

To illustrate the performance improvement due to un-
certainty compensation alone, we show in Fig. 9 the rela-
tive reduction in word error rate (WER) when comparing
AV-UC to AV (no stream weights) and AV-W-UC to AV-W
(with stream weights); the relative WER reduction is given
by . As described in
Section VI-A, all results are fivefold averages over different
repetitions of the experiments with independent test subsets.
For the experiments including weights we have used stream
exponents summing to 1 and exhaustively searched at each
noise level for the audio weight between 0.0 and 1.0 (in steps
of 0.1) which yielded the best results on a reserved experiment
repetition (comprising the first six speakers as test set). The
best audio stream weight for the 0 and 5-dB noise levels
turned out to be 0.0, meaning that the corresponding AV-W
and AV-W-UC values in Fig. 8 coincide with the visual-only

result. Since focusing on the improvement due to uncertainty
compensation fusion makes sense only when both streams are
active, the 0- and 5-dB noise level values in Fig. 9(b) have
been obtained after setting the audio stream weight to 0.1, i.e.,
its minimum positive value.

Comparing between the AV and AV-UC results, we see that
fusion by uncertainty compensation gives a consistent improve-
ment for all acoustic conditions (4.8% mean absolute WACC
improvement or 20.9% relative WER reduction averaged over
all noisy conditions) over conventional decoding. Similarly con-
sistent improvement is obtained when we combine uncertainty
decoding with stream weighting (2.3% mean absolute WACC
improvement or 19.4% relative WER reduction averaged over
all noisy conditions), as can be seen by comparing AV-W with
AV-W-UC. Stream weights are necessary for keeping audiovi-
sual recognition performance above visual-only performace at
very low SNRs; this can be attributed to an overestimation of
the confidence in the feature estimate by the audio enhance-
ment method. The best multistream-HMM audiovisual results
in Fig. 8 are obtained with the AV-W-UC scheme which im-
proves the WACC over the best audio-only recognition (A-UC)
by an absolute 28.7% on average over all six noise levels.

To increase our confidence in the statistical significance of the
improved audiovisual fusion results due to uncertainty compen-
sated decoding, we show in Fig. 9 not only the average relative
WER reduction, but also all the individual results for each of
the five repetitions of the experiment on the disjoint test sets.
Such comparisons across many experiment repetitions allow
one to draw statistically safer conclusions about the relative per-
formance of two competing techniques, since the variability in
the results due to inter-speaker differences is reduced [50]–[52].
We see that the improvement in multimodal fusion due to un-
certainty decoding is consistent over the repetitions of the ex-
periments on independent test sets, both when we use stream
weights or not. This fact further strengthens the statistical va-
lidity of our arguments.

Our last experiment investigates the performance of uncer-
tainty decoding in conjunction with Product-HMMs, which, as
discussed in Section V-C, better account for audio and visual
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Fig. 10. Product-HMM-based audiovisual digit classification results for var-
ious babble noise SNR levels. We show recognition word accuracy results for
four (weighted) Product-HMM variants, two with conventional decoding (AV-P
and AV-P-W) and two with uncertainty decoding (AV-P-UC and AV-P-W-UC).
The Multistream-HMM/conventional decoding (AV) results are also given for
comparison. In all cases enhanced audio features and AAM visual features have
been used.

speech asynchrony effects. In Fig. 10, we show Product-HMM
results with conventional decoding (AV-P) and uncertainty
decoding (AV-P-UC), their variants using stream weights
(AV-P-W and AV-P-W-UC), as well as the state-synchronous
Multistream-HMM with conventional decoding (AV) result as
baseline. Using uncertainty decoding gives an (average over
all noise levels) absolute WACC gain of 5.0% in the case of
equal weight models (AV-P-UC vs. AV-P) and 0.6% when
using stream weights (AV-P-W-UC versus AV-P-W). The
average absolute WACC improvement of Product-HMMs over
Multistream-HMMs is 1.0% when using conventional decoding
and 1.2% with uncertainty compensated decoding. In total,
our best audiovisual recognition results are obtained with the
AV-P-W-UC model.

All reported experiments show a consistent improvement in
recognition rates when using uncertainty compensation during
decoding. Particularly noteworthy is the fact that adaptive
fusion with uncertainty compensation integrates transparently
with proven multimodal analysis techniques, such as stream
weighting or Product-HMMs. In previous work [10] we have
also demonstrated a further small improvement when consid-
ering visual feature uncertainty estimates also during model
training. Uncertainty compensation thus proves to be a flexible
and reliable tool in a wide range of multimodal fusion contexts.

VII. CONCLUSION

We have presented a novel framework for multimodal fusion
by uncertainty compensation and demonstrated its effective-
ness in audiovisual ASR. Given an estimate of each stream’s
feature uncertainty, the proposed framework naturally leads to
highly adaptive multimodal fusion rules which are easy and
efficient to implement. Our technique is widely applicable
and can be transparently integrated with either synchronous or
asynchronous multimodal sequence integration architectures
typically encountered in multimodal applications. We have fur-
ther shown that our scheme is compatible with the widely used

stream-weights formulation; combination of both techniques
consistently yields the best results in our AV-ASR experiments.

APPENDIX

EM TRAINING FOR HMMS UNDER UNCERTAINTY

For continuous-density HMMs modeling emission probabil-
ities with mixtures of Gaussians, similarly to the GMM case
covered in Section IV, the expected complete-data log-likeli-
hood of the pa-
rameters in the EM algorithm’s current iteration given the pre-
vious guess is obtained in the E-step as

(26)

The responsibilities
are estimated via a forward–backward procedure [53]

modified so that uncertainty compensated scores are used

(27)

(28)

where .
Scoring is done similarly to the conventional case by the for-
ward algorithm, i.e., . The updated
parameters are estimated using formulas similar to the GMM
case in Section IV. In particular, for updating in the
M-step, the filtered estimate for the observation is used as in
(15) and (16).
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